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Abstract. This paper introduces a design framework for mixed reality urban
exploration (MRUE), based on a concrete implementation in a historical city. The
framework integrates different modalities, such as virtual reality (VR),
augmented reality (AR), and haptics-audio interfaces, as well as advanced
features such as personalized recommendations, social exploration, and itinerary
management. It permits to address a number of concerns regarding information
overload, safety, and quality of the experience, which are not sufficiently tackled
in traditional non-integrated approaches. This study presents an integrated mobile
platform built on top of this framework and reflects on the lessons learned.
Keywords: Augmented reality; mixed reality; virtual reality; haptic guidance;
urban exploration; cultural heritage.

1

Introduction

Cities are amongst the most significant of all tourist destinations [1]. They attract people
with a variety of primary purposes, ranging from leisure to business, conferences,
shopping, and visiting friends and relatives [2]. In terms of tourist experience, urban
environments pose peculiar challenges and opportunities. When visiting a city, people
spend considerable time planning their activities, both before and during the visit itself.
However, they tend to deliberately make plans that are not highly structured and
specific, so that they can take advantage of changing circumstances [3]. Tamminen et
al. [4] show how a typical behavior of urban visitors involves sidestepping from a
predefined plan to engage in opportunistic exploration. Moreover, urban environments
offer copious points of interest (POI), comprising sites, services, or cultural artifacts
which are distributed in space and can also be encountered as dense assemblies in
particular areas, thus providing great opportunities for exploration and personalization
[5]. In addition, users require different modalities and interfaces, depending on the task
at hand that can vary from planning, searching, navigating, or inspecting [6].
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We define “urban explorer” as a city visitor whose behavior is more complex than
the behavior of visitors of indoor settings, such as museums, where exploration options
are more limited or predefined. The needs of urban explorers are dynamic and evolving,
and require a wide set of tools to be met, as well as easy transitions between tools [6].
Today’s multimedia technologies provide many useful tools for specific problems such
as wayfinding, recommendation, or augmentations. Commercial solutions such as
Google Maps, Google StreetView, and Google Earth permit the exploration of sites of
cultural, historical, and geographic significance. Smart glasses and head mounted
displays, such as Microsoft Hololens, allow the augmentation of cities with immersive
data visualizations [7]. A wide range of touchscreen-based mobile virtual guides
provide visitors with context-related facts and recommendations [8, 9]. However, the
tools must be handled competently, since they are not designed to support serendipitous
discovery during limited time. Furthermore, cognitive load can become a concern.
When accessing through a smartphone, users may miss important aspects of the realtime experience or even risk accidents.
The aim of this work is to propose a comprehensive design framework for
augmenting an urban explorer, who receives natural support from a multimodal display,
consisting of visual, auditory, and haptic components. This form of mixed reality
combines real and computer-generated digital information in the user’s sensory
perception, providing a bridge between physical and virtual reality with the intent to
reduce cognitive load. Although mixed reality support in the tourism context has
already been explored [10–12], a comprehensive consideration of MRUE has largely
remained elusive in terms of what it means and what it should entail with regards to
functionalities. This work aims to fill this gap.
1.1 Methodology
We contribute a design framework for MRUE based on a concrete implementation in
an historical city (Figure 1). This research started from the consideration of typical
urban exploration problems, to define desired design principles for a MRUE scenario.
Then, it engaged in several research through design activities [13], to produce research
prototypes that were tested with potential users in a historical city. The prototypes were
used as probes to investigate how we could concretize the envisioned design principles
into technological features that would successfully address the typical problems faced
in MRUE [14–21]. The investigation led to the integration of different modalities, such
as VR, AR, and haptics-audio interfaces, as well as advanced features such as
personalized recommendations, social exploration, and itinerary management into the
same mobile application running on a tablet. Finally, this study concludes by studying
the integration and transitions of different modalities in an urban exploration scenario.

2

Related Work

Mixed reality has been defined as the “merging of real and virtual worlds along the
virtuality continuum which connects completely real words to completely virtual ones”
[22]. Moving on from reality, the mixed reality of AR takes what we can see around us
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and augments it with virtual information that can be accessed both visually or with nonvisual modalities, such as audio and haptic [23]. Toward the other end of the continuum,
there is VR, where interaction happens in a virtual world. In the “Post-WIMP” world
[24], reality, or the world, has become the interface of the future [25, 26]. Mixed reality
has the potential of extending our awareness in a very natural manner. This particularly
applies to an urban environment with dense content such as shops, homes, historical
sites, cultural points of interest, and human experiences.
Several mixed reality approaches in urban environments have been proposed for
spatial augmentation, sensing, and wayfinding. The first trials with fiducial-markerbased AR apps with PDAs required learning regarding the tracking itself [27]. Later,
work toward marker-less tracking mitigated these issues [28]. Similarly, rendering
issues related to large urban 3D virtual environments in mobile devices have been
handled with optimizations [29]. These developments have been followed by focused
studies, such as navigation experiments [30, 31]. Fröhlich et al. [32] discuss the usage
of handheld devices, AR, and 3D maps for geo-reference data retrieval, while
Schmalstieg and Höllerer [23] present different AR systems for spatial wayfinding.
Recently introduced, the Walkable MxR Map [11] uses interactive, immersive, and
walkable maps to allow users to interact with cultural content, 3D models, and different
multimedia content at museums and heritage sites. It allows users to interact with virtual
objects via maps that are virtually projected on the floor and viewable through mixed
reality devices, like head-mounted displays. However, these approaches did not target
the particular case of urban exploration, where people divert from a predefined plan
and engage in serendipitous discovery.
Typical solutions for urban exploration leverage recommendations derived from
like-minded users. However, in a recent field study on touristic exploratory navigations,
Vaittinen and McGookin [6] found that most of current tourism systems are based on
recommendations visualized on maps and lists (e.g., TripAdvisor), which do not work
for all touristic/urban exploration needs. Other approaches to support mobile urban
exploration have compared 2D and 3D maps, list and category views, as well as tag
clouds [33] but have missed the study of AR and haptics-audio interfaces. Recent
research like the Uncover [34], which compares 2D maps with radar visualizations of
POIs for urban exploration, is still limited to regular mobile applications. McGookin et
al. [35] have also developed a mobile app with traditional 2D maps combined with
haptic and sound notifications intended to reveal cultural heritage to visitors of an
island. Its main goal was to respect the varied reasons individuals visit the island and
support free exploration. More complicated approaches for urban exploration have
combined AR and 3D models [36] in the form of Wizard-of-Oz prototypes, showing
that AR is more pleasant and realistic, as well as easier to associate with the
environment.
Although existing studies and systems highlight the advantages of various features,
such as AR, multi-modal interaction, and recommendations for urban exploration, there
is no agreement in what it means for designing MRUE. In this work, we start from
identified problems and opportunities to propose a framework for MRUE, based on the
experience gained in designing a full working prototype, including multimodal MR
support for urban exploration in a historical city with a large amount of cultural content.
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3

Design Principles

Several factors need to be considered when designing for MRUE. Based on our
literature review, we identified four main design principles (Figure 1), as described
below.

Fig. 1. The Mixed Reality Urban Explorer framework.

3.1 Support Personalization and Social Discovery
A rich urban environment can contain a large number of POIs. Yet, identifying relevant
information is challenging with common search tools, resulting in high mental load and
impoverished experience. For example, the same top-rated POIs would be pushed to all
nearby users. It is crucial to combine search engines with personalized
recommendations based on a user’s profile, social ratings, and contextual information.
A technology for urban exploration needs to retrieve information that matches user
interests and external factors (e.g., opening hours, weather forecast, etc.), with the POIs
available in a particular place. This requires a model of users and their contexts,
selecting the most appropriate content and delivering it in the most suitable way [5].
We also see a need to acknowledge variability in a visitor’s profile. Users should be
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